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PARIS: French police yesterday detained a retired
policeman over the discovery of a fake bomb on
board an Air France flight which made an emer-
gency landing in Kenya, a legal source said. The 58-
year-old man was taken into custody by border
police upon his return to France while his wife was
also being questioned as a witness, a day after their
flight from Mauritius to Paris was diverted to Kenya.
The source gave no further details about the cou-
ple, including their nationalities. A passenger alert-
ed crew members to the device found inside a toilet
cubicle on Sunday on board the Boeing 777, which
was carrying 459 passengers and 14 crew.

The plane landed in Mombasa where passengers
were evacuated using emergency slides before
navy and police bomb experts were called in to
examine the suspicious item. The object, made up
of cardboard, paper and a kitchen timer, was found
to pose no danger to the aircraft or its passengers,
Air France chief executive Frederic Gagey said on
Sunday. He said the “deduction” was that the item
had been placed in a toilet cupboard by one of the
passengers and said the bomb scare appeared to
be the result of a “bad joke”. Several passengers
were questioned in Mombasa before a plane was
sent to return all those on board to France.

An Air France spokesman said the airline had
taken legal action after the discovery of the suspi-

cious object. The airline “filed a legal complaint
against unknown persons for endangering the life
of others,” the spokesman said. France is on high
alert after jihadist attacks in Paris in November left
130 people dead, and is one of many countries tak-
ing extra security precautions. Airlines are especially
jittery after Islamic State jihadists who claimed the
Paris attacks also said they were responsible for
downing a Russian jet in Egypt in October after
smuggling a bomb onto the plane, killing all 224
people on board.

Gagey said there had been three bomb scares on
Air France planes in the United States in the past 15
days. Mauritian Prime Minister Xavier Luc Duval said
airport security in the country had been boosted as
a “precaution”. 

“All procedures at the airport have been
reviewed and it was confirmed that they are scrupu-
lously respected,” Duval said after he met with secu-
rity and airport chiefs. 

Air France’s chief executive Gagey said the object
was found “in a small cupboard behind the mirror”
in the toilet. He said the bits of cardboard and paper
and what “appeared to be a kitchen timer” were not
items normally found on board. Gagey said crew
members had also indicated that in their routine
check of the plane before the flight, the cupboard
had been empty. — AFP 

Retired policeman held over fake Air France bomb

MOMBASA: Passengers of an Air France plane which made an emergency landing at Moi International
Airport walk in front of the airport after being evacuated from the plane in Mombasa. — AP

MADRID: Left-wing newcomer Podemos, which
opposes a split of Catalonia from Spain, topped
polls in the northeastern region in Sunday’s
Spanish general election, dealing a blow to
Catalan separatists already struggling with divi-
sions in their movement. Podemos, the only
national party to back a Catalan referendum on
independence from Spain although it has said it
would recommend voting against secession,
won 12 parliamentary seats in the wealthy region
of 7 million.

Altogether, parties opposing a Catalan split
from Spain, including the Socialists, Ciudadanos
and the People’s Party (PP), garnered 30 seats.
That compared with the 17 seats won by the pro-
independence camp - nine for leftist party
Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya and eight for
centre-right Democracia I Llibertat, the party of
acting regional government head Artur Mas.
Podemos’ strong showing in Catalonia echoed its
robust results across the country where it surged
to register third in number of parliamentary
seats, beating fellow newcomer Ciudadanos into
fourth place. Catalans hope a new coalition gov-
ernment in Madrid will soften the hardline stance
of the centre-right PP administration towards the
region, leading to greater autonomy if falling
short of full-blown independence. But it is still
unclear whether that outcome would be an
incentive for Catalan separatists to park their divi-
sions and take advantage of the lack of a strong
government in Madrid to push their cause. They
could also choose to seek a renewed dialogue
with the central government and capitalize on
the fact that their combined 17 seats will likely
be needed to secure a majority in an investiture
vote in Madrid.

“The message in Catalonia is that the pro-
independence parties have won less votes than
in September’s elections,” said Lorenzo Navarrete,
a professor of sociology at Madrid’s Complutense
University. “The situation of Catalonia is bad for
the nationalists because the vote is split and it’s

not possible to move towards independence if
there is no majority of the people,” he added. The
separatist movement has become more mud-
dled since the fervor at the height of the eco-
nomic crisis in 2012 when frustration over taxes,
unemployment and recession drove more than
one million people onto the streets of Barcelona
to clamor for independence. Pro-independence
parties in Catalonia voted through a controver-
sial resolution last month calling for secession
from Spain and declaring judicial decisions made

at a state level not applicable in the region. But
they have also failed to agree on a joint regional
government. Fringe left-wing party CUP, which
did not present at a national level, is due to
announce later this month whether it backs Mas,
who has led the region since 2010. If the extreme
left party, which rejects Catalan membership of
NATO and the European Union, opts to support
centre-right Mas, the region can form a govern-
ment. If not, fresh regional elections would have
to be held by March. — Reuters
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MADRID: Left wing party Podemos leader Pablo Iglesias gestures as he speaks during a press
conference about the results of Spain’s general elections in Madrid yesterday. — AFP 

NEW DELHI: India’s prime minister is expected
to promote deals for Russian nuclear reactors
and military helicopters worth billions of dollars
on a trip to Moscow next week, attracted by
promises to transfer technology that Western
nations have been slow to make. Russia and
India will manufacture 200 Kamov-226T helicop-
ters in a joint venture, a Russian and an Indian
government official said, in the first big step for
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s cam-
paign to build a domestic industrial base and
reduce the military’s dependence on expensive
imports.

Modi, who heads for Moscow on Dec 23, will
also offer Russia a site in the southern state of
Andhra Pradesh to build six nuclear reactors of
1,200 megawatts (MW) each, the same sources
added. That is in addition to the six Russia is con-
structing in neighboring Tamil Nadu state, said
the officials,  who spoke on condition of
anonymity because they were not authorized to
speak to the press. New Delhi has turned to
Russia as US firm General Electric and
Westinghouse, a US-based unit of Japan’s
Toshiba , are still weighing an entry into India’s
nuclear energy sector because of a law that
makes reactor suppliers liable in case of an acci-
dent. Modi’s “Make-in-India” push for a military
that has been the world’s biggest importer for
the last four years has also made little headway,
with negotiations stalled over issues including
technology transfer and the local assembly of
equipment. For Russia, India offers an alterna-
tive, fast-growing outlet for its exports as sanc-
tions imposed by the West squeeze the econo-
my. “While others are making promises, Russia is
moving forward with the Make-in-India pro-
gram,” the Russian government source said.

Russia let dominance slip
Moscow, which has maintained close ties

with India since the Cold War, has in recent years
slipped behind the United States and Israel in
securing orders in the Indian defense market,

estimated to be worth $130 billion over the next
seven years. Now Russian President Vladimir
Putin is banking on India’s drive to manufacture
at home to regain market share. “The objective is
that whatever we do with Russia, that will have a
‘Make-in-India’ component,” said Amitabh Kant,
the top Indian bureaucrat leading the push to
turn India into a global manufacturing base.
Under an inter-government agreement to be
signed during Modi’s trip, Moscow will set up a
production line for the light helicopters that will
supply the Indian military but also eventually
Russia, the Russian official said.

India’s state-run Hindustan Aeronautics and
Anil Ambani’s Reliance Defense are in the run-
ning as local partners for the deal for the 200
twin-engined helicopters, estimated at $1 billion,
to replace India’s ageing fleet of Cheetah and
Chetak helicopters. “The choice of the Indian
partner has been left to the Indian government.
We will work with anyone the government nomi-
nates,” the official said. India is also turning to
Russia to secure overseas energy assets to help

fuel its economy. Indian Oil Corp and Oil India,
both state-owned, are in talks with Russia’s
Rosneft to buy up to a 29 percent stake in a
Siberian oil project, two sources said on Friday.

Russia has the advantage
The helicopter deal would be the first major

contract under Modi’s drive to build weapons at
home that has excited local defense companies
but failed to deliver any significant tenders. As
some Indian manufacturers look to Western
firms for the tie-ups needed to bring in technol-
ogy and build locally, Reliance is forging closer
ties with Russia to jumpstart its nascent bid to
develop a defense business from scratch. A
Reliance executive, who asked not to be named,
said negotiations to win the joint helicopter ven-
ture would not start until the two governments
had agreed the deal. Hindustan Aeronautics did
not respond to a request for comment.

A source close to Rosoboronexport, Russia’s
state-owned arms exporter, said India would
produce 140 of the choppers and Russia the
remaining 60. Pre-contract work is underway
and the two sides expect to clarify the agree-
ment during Modi’s visit, the source said. An
Indian government official confirmed the plan
to sign the helicopter deal as well as the pro-
posed offer of Andhra Pradesh as the location of
the next set of reactors to be built by Russian
state-owned nuclear firm Rosatom.

The two sides have not given any value for
the deal. Rosatom spokesman Sergey Novikov
said there were no plans yet to sign any con-
tracts during Modi’s visit. Nandan Unnikrishnan,
an expert on India-Russia relations at the
Observer Research Foundation, said that despite
New Delhi’s tilt towards the West for military
hardware in recent years, Russia retained an
edge in many areas. “Russia has a distinct advan-
tage over everyone in understanding how
Indian bureaucracy works, given the level of
trust that exists in the Indian establishment vis-
a-vis Russia,” he said. — Reuters
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MOLENBEEK: Abaaoud name is shown on the doorbell on the house of the family of
militant Abdelhamid Abaaoud in Molenbeek, Belgium. —  AP 

BRUSSELS: Wanted fugitive Salah
Abdeslam, suspected of involvement in last
month’s Paris attacks, got past three police
checks in France as he fled to Belgium just
hours after the terror assaults, a source
close to the Belgian investigation said
Sunday. Confirming a report in the French
daily Le Parisien, the source quoted Hamza
Attou, suspected along with Mohammed
Amri of driving Abdeslam to Brussels the
day after the coordinated November 13
attacks in which 130 people died. At the
first checkpoint Attou and Amri admitted
to police that they had just smoked mari-
juana, but were let go, the source said. All
three are from the gritty Brussels suburb of
Molenbeek.

The news came as Belgian police on
Sunday arrested two people in connection
with the probe into the Paris attacks follow-
ing a raid in Brussels. Abdeslam sent a text
message asking Attou and Amri to come
for him, and they found him “agitated...
uneasy... unwell”, the source said. Then
came a threat: “He told us to take him back
to Brussels or he would blow up the car,”
Attou said, according to the source. To
underscore the threat, Abdeslam bragged
about killing people with a Kalashnikov,
adding that his brother Brahim had blown
himself up. Seven attackers blew them-
selves up or were killed by police in the
course of the evening on November 13.
Five of them have been identified.

‘Not the priority
To avoid police checks, Abdeslam asked

Attou and Amri to take minor roads, but
they got lost and wound up on a motor-
way, Attou said. At the first checkpoint they
were asked if they had “consumed” any
substances. Abdeslam was in the back seat
and said nothing, while Amri and Attou
replied “yes” because they had just smoked
marijuana. “The policeman said that was
not good, but it was not the priority today,”
Attou said, according to the source. 

They were not asked for their papers,
but they were at the second and third
police checkpoints. At the third stop, near
Cambrai in the far north of France,

Abdeslam even gave his address in
Molenbeek. They stopped for petrol and
Abdeslam went to the toilet, walking back
with his jacket open, revealing that he was
not carrying the explosives which Attou
and Amri had been led to believe he had
on him, the source said.

Abdeslam had told them he left his
brother’s ID card in a car-he did not say
which car-”so that he would be known the
world over like Coulibaly”. He was referring
to Amedy Coulibaly, who killed a police-
woman in Paris on January 8 as part of the
series of attacks that began with the mas-
sacre at the offices of the satirical weekly
Charlie Hebdo. The following day Coulibaly
took hostages at a kosher supermarket,
killing four before being gunned down in a
police operation. The three days of horror
in January left 17 people dead.

‘It’s on, we’ve started’ 
The investigation into the November

gun and suicide attacks, claimed by the
Islamic State group, is being conducted in
both France and Belgium, the home coun-
try of several of the attackers. A French
source close to the investigation confirmed
Le Parisien’s report that one of the attackers
at the Bataclan concert hall where 90 peo-
ple were massacred sent a text message to
a Belgian number saying “It’s on, we’ve
started”. Two men are in detention in
France on suspicion of providing lodging to
the presumed mastermind of the attacks,
Abdelhamid Abaaoud.

Abaaoud was killed in a police raid a few
days after the attacks. In Belgium, eight
men have been jailed including four
accused of helping Abdeslam get away in
the hours after the attacks. Belgian police
on Sunday searched a home in the centre
of Brussels and made two arrests in con-
nection with the probe, federal prosecutors
said. Special forces and federal police were
involved in the raid, which lasted around
five hours and took place close to the city’s
popular tourist centre. Suspected accom-
plices have also been arrested in Austria.
Abdeslam, a 26-year-old French national,
remains at large. — AFP 
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VATICAN CITY: Pope Francis urged Vatican
bureaucrats yesterday to show more hon-
esty, humility and sobriety as he issued a
Christmas-time “catalog of virtues” for them
to follow after having excoriated them last
year for a host of sins. A flu-stricken Francis
referred repeatedly to scandals that have
been convulsing the Vatican in recent
months during his annual Christmas greet-
ing to the Vatican administration, showing
he was keenly aware of the impact they
were having in the broader Catholic world.

At the start of his speech to the cardi-
nals and bishops who run the Holy See,
Francis joked that after last year’s public
diagnosis of the “15 ailments of the Curia”
he should have come up this year with the
“Curial antibiotics” to treat them. In a way
he did, issuing a list of virtues he said
should guide their work, including honesty,
sobriety, respect and humility. While the
speech was more encouraging than last
year’s astonishing dressing down, it never-
theless implied that problems remained.

He reminded the prelates, for instance,
they shouldn’t take bribes. He said an hon-
est person “does not act virtuously only

when he or she is being watched; honest
persons have no fear of being caught since
they never betray the trust of others.” It was
at the usually jovial affair last year that
Francis accused the cardinals and bishops
of the Vatican bureaucracy of using their
careers to grab power and wealth, of living
“hypocritical” double lives and of forgetting
- due to “spiritual Alzheimer’s” - that they’re
supposed to be joyful men of God. 

The past year has seen two blockbuster
books based on leaked internal documents
detailing waste and mismanagement in
parts of the Vatican, the greed of some car-
dinals and bishops and Francis’ efforts to
clean it up. 

A high-ranking Vatican monsignor is
among five people on trial over the leaks.
One of the most egregious scandals that
emerged was that the Vatican-owned
Bambino Gesu pediatric hospital paid
200,000 euros to renovate the apartment of
the former Vatican No 2. This past weekend,
the cardinal involved again insisted he
knew nothing of the payment but pledged
a 150,000 euro donation to the hospital to
make amends. —AP
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